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Molecular electronics that uses molecules with unique functions as the basic units has 
attracted increasing interest in recent years. Various methods have been established to 
construct molecular transport junctions and characterise the various properties of the 
active region. Spectroscopic methods appear to be the most valuable techniques. 
Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) with a single-molecule sensitivity has 
been used for characterizing the molecular junction. However, it was still suffered 
from the interference of molecules surrounding the molecular junction.  
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 1| Simultaneous conductance and TERS measurement. (a) Time sequence of 
conductance for Au tip-4bipy-Au(111) system, Vb = 200 mV, It = 5 nA. inset: left, 
expanded view of (a); right, histogram of single molecular conductance of Au tip-4bipy-
Au(111) system. (b) Time sequence of TERS spectra of 4bipy obtained simultaneously 
with (a). 
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Here, we demonstrate a technique to simultaneously measure the vibrational and the 
conductance data of molecular junction at the single-molecule level under the ambient 
condition. The technique combines fishing-mode scanning tunneling microscopy (FM-
STM) and tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) (abbreviated as FM-TERS).  
Using FM-TERS, we simultaneously obtained the time sequence conductance (Fig. 
1a) and TERS spectra (Fig. 1b) of tip-44bipy-Au (111) system. An expanded view of 
the conductance curve (left inset of Fig. 1a) shows characteristic “current jumps”. A 
statistics over all the conductance values in the ON state produces a typical histogram 
of single-molecule conductance with a value of (0.44±0.1)×10-3 G0 (Fig. 1a, right 
inset), which is in good agreement with that in the low conductance state. Interestingly, 
the TERS signals in the period with a high probability of ON states show enhanced 
intensities and broadened and diffused band widths (see “waterfall” plot of Fig. 1b). 
By inspecting some conductance curves with a 1-s period and the corresponding 
TERS spectra with and without current jumps for analysis, we found that TERS signal 
fluctuates when the conductance switches between the ON state (single molecular 
conductance) and the OFF state, indicating that the change in the TERS signal is 
contributed by the single-molecule events. This result demonstrates the advantage of 
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